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An understanding into why people may be racist from a psychological perspective.Though 

its use of examples of studies such as the Robbers Cave Experiment, rooting 
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hatefully. I can use this research in piecing together and framing a larger argument about 
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Another resource on the insights of white supremacy, hopefully offering an answer to 

why people think and feel hateful towards people of different races and the power 

imbalance between whites and minorities. This article I will use to focus my arguments 
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This paper’s focus is on the creation and reproduction of memes as ideas, jokes and 
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and the movement against Black Lives Matter. A grounded research paper itself, not 
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An insight into the radical right wing website 8chan where the El Paso shooting in 2019 

took place. This article links online community discussion to real world actions.  
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Useful source on the history of the Black Lives Matter movement. It is critical to know 

this information when writing on its main opposition.  
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